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Photoshoot information for clients
.Before we set up a date .

Shoot me an email with your answers to these questions. After I have these answers we can set up a date and I
can give you a price quote; I am more than willing to work with you and your budget. Photography hourly rates
start at $75/hour.
1. What is the purpose of this shoot?
2. How long do you want to shoot?
3. How many people are participating/are you bringing any pets or companions?
4. What location are we shooting in? (I can provide some ideas in the Seattle area if you’re stumped)
5. What is the mood you are going for? (happy, thoughtful, sexy, playful, professional etc)
6. Any other specifics you want to tell me about?

.What to bring with you to the shoot .

For professional shots:
● Come in professional makeup if desired
● 2-3 changes of clothes (at least 2 shirts) in professional, not-too-loud prints to detract from your face
● Minimal jewelry
For any portrait shoot:
● Whatever you think best represents you! I recommend that most clients wear a bit of basic skin makeup
because it looks best in photographs, but this is all about you and how you want to represent yourself.
● Multiple changes of outfits/accessories are perfectly acceptable here. Usually I can fit 2-3 outfits into an
hour of shooting.

.What to expect from me .
●
●
●
●

●
●

I will always try my best to make you feel comfortable and happy during the shoot!
At the end of the shoot, I will edit the photos and get them back to you within 5 working days (although
usually it is within 1 or 2 days from the shoot depending on workload).
From an hour of shooting one can expect between 10-25 good photos.
I do not give the raw/unedited images to clients. This is to ensure that my style and photographic vision
are carried through to the client and you can get the best quality from me. All rights to the images
acquired are owned by me. If the shoot is sensitive, I will get permission from you before sharing them
with anyone.
I will send the files to you via Google drive and will leave them up for a month for you to download them.
Any special requests? Just ask!

.Payment .

I accept cash in person on the day of the shoot and PayPal. Checks are acceptable if a) we have worked
together before or b) you give it to me on the day of the shoot.
PayPal: alyssa.m.brandt@gmail.com

